Ford f150 no electrical power

Ford F Forum. The site for Ford truck owners, by Ford truck owners No electrical Power. And
then there was the new 3. With the 3. Major standard features include: 4. Ford's response to
these rivals includes trucks with traditional internal combustion engines as well That includes
offering over-the-air, or remote, updates as well as an integrated power generator. The F also
will be the first with Ford's new electrical architecture, or brains, of the vehicle. However, the
company has once again stressed the work-first focus of the truck. It will be able to Research
the Ford F at cars. Tough meets modern in the Ford F, where buyers can get cool features like a
Wi-Fi hotspot, two 3-prong power outlets, smart cruise control, active park assist, and the ability
to have the This electrical component allows for only short sections of the wiring harness to be
replaced when there is a fault instead of the entire harness. The wiring electrical connector also
allows for the harness to be connected to the many electrical devices in the Ford F so that they
can draw power from the alternator and function. Ford F Power Distribution Box Option 1 The
power distribution box is located in the engine compartment and contains high-current fuses as
well as relays. Re: f no electrical power Some can add electrolyte, can add a certain proportion
according to the requirement of sulfuric acid and distilled water. Most are maintenance free
batteries, now can only change new. With millions of units on the road, there is no doubt that
over time some problems will happen more often than others. While not intended to be an
all-inclusive list, we put together this Ford F common problems guide to help pinpoint a few of
the nagging issues we We stayed overnight at a rest area in Idaho near Twin Falls. I immediately
pulled over opened This Ford F had a parasitic draw that was draining the battery. The first step
I take in finding parasitic draws is hooking up my battery disconnect switch. I use this switch
because I can close it for everything to power up and than with my multimeter connected I can
open it without ever breaking the connection. Ford F Chevy Camaro Z What would cause no
electrical power to the ignition switch of a ford f? Asked by Wiki User. Top Answer. Wiki User
Answered. Year of production: , , , , , , , Passenger Compartment Fuse Panel We're working with
a '98 Ford F with nearly , miles on the odometer after 18 years of service. That's pretty good,
considering most F-Series trucks have experienced chronic heater core failure earlier in their
service lives. My f just turned off while driving No power to all gauges, stuck in park position..
Battery is good Nothing when key is turned on.. Switched around the relays. And still have no
electrical power to the dash gauges, AC, radio, and starter. Key is dead when I turn it on My
Ford F has no electrical power. For example , if a module is powered up and it also sends out a
signal of fifty percent the voltage and the technician will not know this, he would think he
Remember those? The new facility, located Those generators were noisy, those generators
were smelly," Galhotra said. The Ford F has to be many things to many people. From work truck
to cruiser, off-road vehicle to boat hauler, there is an F for virtually every task. As a result, the
lineup is diverse. There are four engines available on the F, six trims and several body options.
Your F lighting components are typically powered by F electrical wiring components that are
located throughout your truck. These various wires and cables are bound together by F wiring
harnesses, which act as a central hub for all of your F electrical needs. If your Ford F The site
owner hides the web page description. Electrical outlets and USB ports are abundant. It also
matches the available inch touchscreen in the Ram. Mirror Bolt, Right. Power, without power
fold, with signals. Without shelby. Power, manual telescoping. I checked all fuses and wires
they look perfectly fine to me, said it could be a relay but I can't seem to find one anywhere?
That's where the electric F will step in. Ford is holding back details but is happy to confirm the
zero-emission truck will offer more power than any F to date. Ford is also yet to confirm In
addition to Ford manuals, we also offer Roush Performance Parts. Order Body Control Module
for your Ford F and pick it up in storeâ€”make your purchase, find a store near you, and get
directions. We go out of our way to carry every major line of Ford F steering columns, so that
whether you are looking for a chrome Ford F steering column or a billet steering column or
anything in between, we've got it for you. Andy's Auto Sport is the ultimate shopping
destination for your Ford F steering column needs! We tested two versions of the Ford F
pickup: one with the new 5. The electric F is designed so customers can use the big battery as
an AC inverter, providing power at job sites or campgrounds. Ford is also putting inverters into
its next-gen gasoline F due in This 14th generation F design will be the basis of the electric F a
year later. Power Window Motor Gear Kit. Total reports: The most recently reported issues are
listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based on
all problems reported for the F Ford has released a new video of winter testing of its upcoming
F electric pickup, showing some impressive performance in the snow. Gmc motorhome
dimensions d vacuum lines Dot in top left corner android Orange cobra guppy Sig fmj 9mm How
much does 1 teaspoon of ground cumin weigh Cummins isx fuel metering solenoid silverado
mode door actuator location Clovis point arrowhead Tvs max hp Volvo d13 rocker shaft tool
ford ranger timing cover leak Marocchi shotguns wikipedia Netscaler command line cheat sheet

Gg4 grow diary Best certifications in project management Hackerrank test javascript Hxh
scenarios wattpad Essay about diversity and inclusion Ap statistics chapter 6 test answers How
long will a narcissist ignore you Legendary football gui Jcb parts Mutcd font download Deconz
gateway homebridge Prayer for relationships strengthening Brcmfx driver Impeachment trial
live stream Dream of running away from fire Pokeclicker stones When does summer school end
in texas. I got an 89 F I had no electric in the cab no headlights nothing then I took off my
ground wire that went to the starter then it was bad so check there first. Lost all electrical power
17 Answers. All power is gone when I put the ignition key to start the vehical. Average failure
mileage is 19, miles. Electrical Systems - Ford F electrical discussion, how-to guides, and
technical help. Fonline Forums. Log In Register. No Power to Passenger Window Switches. See
detailed trim-level price information and inventory for the Ford F Pickup Truck. Lighting Come
discuss all Ford F Lighting questions here! Sponsored by: New Thread Subscribe. Page 1 of
Today the company is A wiring diagram is a streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an
electric circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified forms, and also the power
and also signal links between the tools. Redmi 8a processor speed. Ford Motor Company Ford
is recalling certain F vehicles. No electrical power to fuel pump - 89 F 5 Answers Hi, this truck
suddenly started cutting out after running about 30 seconds. I have discovered that there is no
power at the exterior main fuel pump connector when the key is turned on. First you need to
make sure the gauge and temp sensor are working. If all the electrical stuff checks out, id start
with making sure the coolant is full, then make sure there are no air bubbles in the system.
When bleeding the system turn the heater on full blast to force any air out of the heater core. A
wiring diagram is a simple visual representation in the physical connections and physical layout
of an electrical system or circuit. It shows the way the electrical wires are interconnected and
can also show where fixtures and components could possibly be coupled to the system. On
Thursday, Ford unveiled the brand-new Ford F pickup truck. It marks the pickup's 14th
generation. The new F makes do with a high-strength steel frame coupled with a military-grade
A Ford F will start to die after running for about 15 minutes if the fuel or electrical system have a
failure. A bad battery or electrical system The headlight adjustment for the F 2WD is below the
actual headlight. You will need to pull the tab at the top of the headlight up to release the
Motorcraft Battery Cable for Ford F 5. Ertugrul season 1 episode I have a F with electric power
steering issues. I have come across others who are having the same problem. Learn more about
Ford F at the Edmunds. Can someone post a checklist of tests to perform. The battery is new
and the connectors have been replaced. Any help is much appreciated. Hulu error p edu
redditBest rar app for windows 10Filmyzilla hollywood dragon wars movies hindi download. Apr
3, - Fuse box diagram location and assignment of electrical fuses and relays for Cadillac
Escalade GMT ; , , , , , See more PowerBoost-equipped Fs come standard with 2. Brittany bird
dog kennel reviewsRe: f no electrical power Some can add electrolyte, can add a certain
proportion according to the requirement of sulfuric acid and distilled water. Bluebeam not
opening. Check your wire connections on your battery clamps and your relays. The problem
could be anything from a bad wire up to the ECM. Parked truck after returning from stores, after
10 min I was to move truck and turning key no power anywhere on dashboard! No lights, no
radio, nothing at all! Checked battery on terminals Hi, this truck suddenly started cutting out
after running about 30 seconds. I have discovered that there is no power at the exterior main
fuel pump connector when the key is turned on. When I short I replaced starter and solenoid
and now there is no electrical power. Lights dont work, key in starter switch does not set-off
"beep beep beep" sound My f has an electrical issue that I need help with. When I turn on the ac
it pulls the electrical power on the amp gauge down to I'd say less then 10 amps and if I come
idle at a traffic I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus,
does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened,
or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell
Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions.
CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for
Sale. Putting household-style electrical outlets in a production vehicle is nothing new. Minivans,
trucks, and family cars have long offered onboard power for charging devices or powering
low-demand equipment. But for the new F , Ford stepped it up significantly. The new truck is
equipped with a generator system that can run power tools, mini fridges, loudspeakers, and
more. Getting to that level of power, though, wasn't easy. It started with market research that
showed many F customers use gasoline-powered generators at job sites, lugging them around
in the back of their truck and fueling them separately. Any pickup truck can turn engine output
into electrical powerâ€”why not utilize that capability and make the conventional generator

unnecessary? To make that happen, Ford needed to provide a lot more power than a normal
volt battery system can spare. So basically, we are providing like five times more than that,"
Nigar Sultana, the engineer in charge of Pro Power Onboard, said. Three different onboard
generator systems are available. Fs with conventional non-hybrid drivetrains get a 2. Ford
claims that the top-spec 7. That mobile welding shop can run for 32 hours continuously on a full
tank, making all-day, heavy-duty work possible. If you don't need that much wattage, Ford says
the 2. Ford only expects about 10 percent of new Fs will be hybrids, so it was important to offer
Pro Power with the conventional drivetrains. That, Sultana says, was much more complicated.
The standard volt electrical architecture couldn't provide what they needed, so Sultana and her
team designed a whole new volt electrical system, using two conventional volt batteries in
addition to the standard battery. In addition to those batteries, Pro Power-equipped non-hybrid
Fs get a second alternator. Thus equipped, Fs with the 2. The generator system is completely
separated from the rest of the vehicle's electrical system, adding a layer of safety and ensuring
that any Pro Power system problems will not impact the drivability of the truck. Pro Power is
smart. The system can be enabled or monitored through the FordPass smartphone app or via
the truck's infotainment system. If you try to pull too much power, the system disables itself
and sends you a notification. And on hybrid models, Pro Power will automatically turn on the
gasoline engine as needed to ensure consistent power flow without draining the battery. On
non-hybrid Fs, the engine has to be running for Pro Power to work. Surprisingly, the generator
system even works while the truck is moving, so you can power your fridge on the way to the
tailgate or keep your power tools charged as you drive between job sites. Ford won't comment
on how Pro Power use affects fuel economy, but we suspect that keeping power-thirsty items
plugged in while driving will lead to a measurable drop in MPG. When the new F arrives, Pro
Power will be available on all grades of Fâ€”optional on conventional models and standard on
all hybrids. Ford expects 17 percent of Fs will be sold with Pro Power when the redesigned
pickup goes on sale this fall. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword s to search.
Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. More on the new F Click to enlarge
Ford. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to
help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this
and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Technology.
I got a Ford F I turn the key, nothing happens, no clicking, nothing. When I open the door, the
dome lights don't even come on. I've checked the battery and all the cables to it, and they are all
fine. I get no power anywhere. Any Ideas?? Shawn answered 6 years ago. Curtis answered 3
years ago. Guru58L2V answered 3 years ago. I have a I had the same problem, no power no
remote lock, no power to anything. Then in 5 to 10 minutes i open the door and power is back
and she starts. Only happened once. Williegoat09 answered 3 years ago. Guru58 did it ever
happen again? Did you have anyone look at it? Ward answered about a year ago. GuruRTGR2
answered about a year ago. David85roush answered 11 months ago. Guru3YGLG answered 7
months ago. I've checked the battery and all the cables to it, and they a I disconnected all of the
wires going into my fuse box. I planned to fix one fuse that no longer would hold my fuse. I
decided that the task was too hard and I would just do without that fuse How can I start my
truck without my key, I got a temp, key cut but no chip in it,. Hi guys, I need help fixing my dad's
truck. It's a F Ford truck. Whenever I turn the key, only the dashboard lights come on, the
engine won't start or crank. I bring the battery to Autozone The problem is I had to replace the
ignition lock after I replaced it. It still won't start I have power I hear my fule pump and I was
driving it before. I'm at a stand still now. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Truck
won't start, no power to anythig. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo
Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Parked truck after
returning from stores, after 10 min I was to move truck and turning key no power anywhere on
dashboard! No lights, no radio, nothing at all! Checked battery on terminals Called for roadside
assistance! While waiting I opened side door , pressed unlock button and everything was back
to normal! Canceled roadside assistance and went to ford service! OJ answered 2 years ago.
May be normal, the dealership will advise you. On my explorer if I exit the vehicle and close the
door, leaving it unlocked, when I return I have to cycle the fob from lock to unlock for the
vehicle to start. Everything is dead if I do not. GuruBT5KN answered 2 years ago. Identical thing
happened to me on my f Tow truck was on the way when I opened the door to remove some
items everything was suddenly working again. Mark answered 2 years ago. Did you ever get the

answer to what happened? Even before I read this post, I without thinking that there was no
power hit the unlock button on the inside of the door and everything has been fine since. Jay
answered 2 years ago. Same thing happened today. I thought the fob was dead until I manually
unlocked the door because the keypad didn't work and got in. No dash lights at all. Was looking
on my phone for roadside number when the dash lit up. I started up and drove off. Dringos
answered 2 years ago. Same thing happened here too f less then 2k on the clock. Forgot
something inside. Used fob nothing. Attempted to use keypad. Nothing has to use key the old
fashion way. Got into the truck. But no power to anything. Tried to start it. The ford app. Also
isnt working. Michael answered 2 years ago. This seems to be a common problem, it just
happened to me, everything stone dead, hit the power lock button and it all went back to
normal. Have this problem as well with my F first time around 3k km and again 2 days ago 8k all
the shop says is computer diagnostic is not finding any problem. Alepilot answered about a
year ago. Same thing here Initially maybe twice a year Frustrated because my had the same
problem and part of the reason I traded to Scary part for me is the 3rd time in happened in my I
was driving at highway speed. I asked Ford dealer and Corp to put a black box on my truck and
they with careful wording basically refused because it happened 3k then 8k.. I keep looking but
there does not seem to be a customer friendly solution. Very frustrating. Is an answer expected
from Ford? It is definitely a safety issue. First few times it was just electronic - weird errors on
dashboard, lost gauges, etc. Had maybe 30 seconds to get to the side of the road. Totally
random. Sat for minutes, car started and drove off. Please advise if anyone has any info. JJD
answered about a year ago. F is 10 months old with 10, miles. The 2. Spradley Barr Service
called me back, after it mysteriously was able to start I had tried to open the back tail gate but
only the driver's door was unlocked by key then tried the lock and unlock button on the doorbeeping started, lights came on and voila it started like nothing wrong had it dead for 20 or so
minutes. The lady sounded young said it may have to do with the Key FOB battery being weak. I
don't be;lieve that because it is the type of Key FOB you need to insert a key and turn the
ignition with versus a proximity FOB that just needs to be in the cabin for a push button start to
work. I was thinking it had to do with anti-theft. So I will test her theory see post above by
removing the Flip Key FOB battery and see if the key will start the vehicle and if the lights and
all come on when I open the door. With the Flip Key FOB style, a completely dead battery no
battery , had no bearing on the ability to open the locked F driver's door with the Flip Key, which
when door was opened, interior lights came on- and a warning that I needed to start the car to
turn the alarm off. F started perfectly just 1 hour after the bizarre dead Ford F mystery happened
Guru1BTCY answered about a year ago. Same thing happened to me. Had to manually get into
the truck and still nothing. I pushed a few buttons and boom power was back. Not sure what
buttons restored power. Guru1HWWX answered about a year ago. Seems to be at the root of the
problems! Tfrere answered about a year ago. Same thing happened to me today. Had to unlock
the door the old fashioned way. All of a sudden, power is back. Anyone have any luck with this?
GuruNK answered about a year ago. Just happened to me. I tried to remote start and nothing.
Walked to truck and nothing. Had to insert key into truck from fob. Tried to start, nothing.
Popped the hood, looked and didn't see anything weird, closed it up. Walked away and
remembered I had something in the back seat I needed. Opened driver door, pressed unlock
button to see what would happen and boom, everything lit up and said to start truck to avoid
alarm. I drove off and called by Ford service guy and said to bring it in tomorrow to run a scan
of any error codes. I'll see what they find and come back here and update. As promised The
dealership said there were no codes in the system from the issue. That's crazy that the whole
thing went dark and there is no record of it. I solved the problem SDpowerless answered about
a year ago. Luckily no one rear ended me. I called AAA to send help. Meanwhile I found these
quotes from these F people. I tried every possibility. Tow truck came and boosted the battery. I
drove towards Macon. After 50 miles, all lanes were blocked due to accident. I was rerouted.
Stopped to fill had. Dead, dead, dead again! Waiting for tow truck with lock opener. Fob is in
truck. Keyless entry doesn't work. Nothing works. Dog is in kennel in pickup. It could be 2 hours
before help shows up from AAA. Still waiting for roadside assistance 2 hours later. Local Ford
Dealership is not open at this time of morning. Caren answered about a year ago. Has anyone
found a fix for this? Same thing happened about a month again. Any help would be greatly
appreciated. Vmutt74 answered about a year ago. Just happened to me f It started but I had no
radio no door locks no mo windows no radio dash was blank gauges didnt even move. But it
ran. Something got bumped as i was going home and everything came back on with a service
light. JrRobotic answered about a year ago. Currently at dealership now with same problem.
This is the third time that I have brought my F to the dealership. In July of last year I went to get
in my truck while on lunch break from work to find that there was no power in the whole vehicle.
After flagging somebody down to give me a jumpstart the vehicle spontaneously came back on

on its own. This has happened Four or five times in the past six months. In addition to this
problem on occasion I will get in the vehicle in the center counsel will be completely blacked
out with no power. By stopping the truck and restarting it the power is usually reinstated to the
center counsel. I have gone back-and-forth with multiple dealerships I am with Ford customer
service and have not gotten any where in regards to finding a solution to either of these
matters. GuruR8TW4 answered about a year ago. Went to the store. Came back 15 minutes later.
Fob not working. Used key. All electric dead. Decided to do a google search and found this
thread. Opened the back left door. Everything came on. The display said something about the
alarm system. I was to distracted celebrating my truck started to take a photo of the error
message. So bizarre. Same thing exactly tonight for me Vmutt GuruFC answered 10 months
ago. Exactly same thing happened to me today, just got home from the dealership for recall
repair, steering damper assembly, and soot sensor. Went to take my truck out about an hour
later and nothing. No power what so ever. By the time I could lift the hood to see if the battery
was connected properly it was back to normal. GuruMTG1G answered 9 months ago.
GuruM2GPK answered 8 months ago. This just happened to me today. But I think I know what
happened. I was only inside for 3 minutes. When I came back out to the truck absolutely
nothing. No lights, no dash, nothing when you put key in, nothing when you hit the key fob it
was as if the battery were gone. I sat inside and read these comments I noticed that someone
said they hit a lot of buttons and power came back. So I checked battery connection checked for
bad ground and after all was well I went in and repeatedly pressed the windows buttons, and the
windows lock, windows unlock switch I switched back and forth I than have it a few minutes and
went apeshit on the buttons and suddenly like the other guy said Pierre just happened to come
back. But this is why I think I know what happened. Earlier that day I came home from work. I
showered, Drank a beer and took a nap. But when I put the key in to start it it started straight up.
So my conclusion of all this is that when the your system is drained to that sweet spot.. If
jumped and the battery and alternator is good. Once you get it to start up. Run it for a while.
And if this happens to you more than once change alternator, and battery. Power was drained to
the thin line of almost not turning over and it dies out later. Hope this helps. Take care all.
Guru7DHQF answered 8 months ago. Happened to me last night. I did my usual routine before
bed of checking that the alarm was set-nothing. Went and put the key in and nothing. Checked
battery voltage this am and it was at 3v. OJ answered 8 months ago. Well, I solved the problem.
Began with my 99 with all the do-dads. Playing with all the buttons, lock buttons, unlocked
buttons until the thing began to work properly. My last three ford trucks beginning in were
purchased without all the do-dads. A key opens the door. The windows go up and down
because my left arm, at age 70 can still operate the hand crank with ease. If I have to move the
seat back or forward, reaching between my legs and lifting the metal bar does the trick.
Normally I am the only person in the truck. So it is perfectly ok cold air spurts out of the drivers
side and passenger at the same time. Same goes when the temperature is set to warm. A simple
good-time radio is more than enough. No periodic oven baking required. Know why I don't have
have all the complaints? Because the electronic gizmos weren't installed, therefore they cannot
break. Same thing happened to me tonight. What the heck is going on? Same thing. Car dead.
Hit the unlock button on the drivers side door and the lights came on and I could start the car.
GuruFFR answered 4 months ago. Everything was dead when I went to leave, no doors ajar or
lights were left on. I checked the batteries, they were good. Had someone jump it and it fired
right up. Wondering when and where it will happen next Guru9ZCH31 answered 2 months ago.
Happened in my garage tonight. Found this thread. Hit the door unlock button and boom
everything came back on. Traveling in an old truck, runs and started great. Until this morning.
Turned the truck on, started right up, then pulled my headlights on an the truck died. No sputter
out, just plain dead. My f will not click to try to turn over even with cables hooked up to other
truck. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. No electrical power F Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars For Sale. Scott answered 6 years ago. Son drove it to Wal-mart to get grocery' sand them
came out to a truck that would not start. I went buy to look at it he is at a nearby college and
unlocked the car and power seat, locks and lights all work. Put the key in the ignition and
everything goes dead. Gauges, locks, lights everything. Battery is 6 months old. Don't know for
sure? Got in after unlocking the door and adjusting the power seat put the key in the ignition
and tried to start. After that the power went completely dead. No lights no power seats nothing.

Then hooked up cable to see if it's the battery and still no lights absolutely nothing. That tells
me something is shutting the power to the entire ethical once I tried to start it. Have had the
truck since and nothing like this has ever happened before. Robin answered 6 years ago. My 85
f is doing the same thing. Turn the key on after sitting for hours and there will be dash lights..
Randy answered 5 years ago. Check ur hot wire from the battery to the starter for any corrosion
whats happeni g is its allowing enough juice to run light etc. But not enough to crank i bet thats
the problem. I was driving my f came all the way from Andrews to here to Lubbock yesterday
and got here to Lubbock an got in it to go to my apartment I was driving an it just turned off on
me and lights come on key goes on and turns all the way, a sign comes up of a car with a lock
on it what can I do please help. GuruCNN5R answered about a year ago. I got an 89 F I had no
electric in the cab no headlights nothing then I took off my ground wire that went to the starter
then it was bad so check there first. Mark answered about a year ago. I'm having the same but
different problem with my F I did timing chains on it ranit it ran no problem that I put the fan on
the police on the fan belt on I go to start and I have no power headlights come on inside lights
come on but now nothing else no dash no nothing can't start. I have a f manual i drove the truck
to in-laws today and truck turned on without problems and drove fine also. When im leaving
their house i go to turn the truck on and it clicks once and then nothing all power is cut off. I
took the negative cable off battery and reconnected it and again i had power lights, radio
everything works but as soon as i turn key it clicks once and again no power at all. I tried the
screw driver on the starter solenoid next to battery on the fender but same thing happens clicks
once and then no power. I did notice that every time i turn key there is a small spark at ground
terminal. Battery is new about 1month alternator new less than 4 months. Rwtarver1 answered
about a year ago. Next day I discovered that I my key fob was not operating properly, ie, would
not unlock the truck. Had to use the key to unlock the driver side door. No power to ignition, no
power to dashboard. Radio, power brake pedal, power driver seat and one other item worked. I
popped the hood and checked the charge level of my battery, the battery had a full charge.
Called and dealership and they suggested that I jump the truck and if that did not work to tow it
in. I tried jumping it and that did not work. I was told that it was most likely a control module
gone bad. After tow and repair could be looking at Considered my options given by dealership,
decided to try and disconnect the battery for 15 minutes and reconnect. Truck is currently
running just fine. It appears it just needed a re-boot. I am going to let the dealership know what I
did and hope they pass this on to others that may have the same problem. This same thing
happened to me last night. Stopped for dinner and when parking everything was working just
fine. An hour later we discovered that the key fob was not working properly as it would not
unlock the truck. Had to use the key to unlock the door. No power to ignition, no power to
dashboard, Radio, lights etc My husband checked all the battery connections, voltages, fuses
etc. Finally he told me to get in, turn the key on and off again. I did this, turned the key all the
way to start, nothing. As I came off, everything came back on and then I was able to start the
truck. All of this within about minutes after finding out it was dead. All is working fine now. I'm
due for a service and will be talking to the mechanics about this. I have a F, 4 weeks ago I just
came home from a mile trip with no problems. The next morning the same thing happened.
Nothing worked except the power seats and the 12 volt port closer to the driver. Turn the key
nothing, Batteries are new and good, all the fuses behind the passenger kick panel had power
and were removed for contact purposes. Under the hood I checked the fuses and relays, they
were all good, but I pulled the relays and replaced them. The fuses to the front of that engine
compartment fuse box had no power? I added grounds, added jumpers. I called for a tow truck
and they disconnected the transmission to get it on the truck, no power meant no shifting to
neutral. The last 3 weeks in the garage and still nothing.. JustAsk was stumped as well, along
with a few other mechanics. The ECM is out and being tested as of today. Guru6LNTW
answered 11 months ago. Though you had an idea for Basically all questions having basically
same problem. Johnny answered 5 months ago. Shane answered 4 months ago. My truck lost
all electrical power the battery has a charge the ground and terminals are fine and if I put a
screwdriver to the starter selonoid I believe it's called the engine will crank but that Started my
truck the starter was grinding as the truck was running turned the truck off and the starter was
still turning over the engine but didn't start. Then I turned the key to the one posit
youtube aviator
2008 bmw 335i torque
2008 chevy uplander fuse box diagram
ion My left turn signal bulb went out. I replaced it and everything started blinking and then went
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